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Welcome..

Page 9, line 24 -26:

 

All throughout this book for those of you who hold a limiting self-belief, 

as I did,… that because you lack the education, or aren’t as accomplished in

the area of schooling or don’t think yourself as smart as everyone else….

or you lack “real Expertise or experience” that you will never really be able

to get rich or earn the kind of money that affords a person freedom….

Hill and this secret….and hopefully my real story will crush that belief and

the stranglehold it has over your life and infinite potential.

 

In fact over these next weeks or however long it takes us to complete this

study I will challenge this and every lie you have ever been told or have told

yourself about what you cannot do.

THINK AND GROW RICH, THE
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Teaching Notes For The Author's Preface



I promise to never make an agreement with any limiting belief about you. 

I have studied for over three decades now and have seen in my own life,

and the lives of hundreds of others that I have worked with, 

that this lie, this false belief in particular, once proven wrong by you, …

unleashes a level of creative genius that can't help but multiply and begin

to produce riches in every area of your life, 

not just in terms of money…..

but when you truly begin to love and respect yourself, when you begin to

see and accept God’s perfection in, with, and through you, your

relationships improve….

you stop trying to prove yourself, you stop marginalizing yourself and

playing small, you stop trying to be a people pleaser…

you stop putting other people on a pedestal and yourself on the lower

shelf….



You feel more confident and confident people who love themselves make

better life choices….

they begin to take care of their body’s more, 

they have a level of self-worth that translates to them breaking habits that

do not serve them.

They grow spiritually…there is a new awareness of their oneness in God….

they no longer see God as some outside source that they need to reach for

or some power they are only sometimes connected to….

they learn the truth….their truth, of their oneness with God…

they begin to really believe that God is within them not outside of them….

and believing themselves worthy they seek more, ask more, and knock

more,  with the expectation that God and his entire universe are conspiring

for their highest good.



What a powerful idea that the key to our potential is not found in some SAT

score or framed and printed on some piece of parchment paper as the

only evidence of our potential, 

but rather is found in the kingdom within us.

Page 10: Line 39 “Know what it is that you want”….

I have found after reading the book, studying it and applying it in my own

life for decades and leading tens of thousands of others all over the world

and in at least 7 languages 

that this idea of us Knowing what it is that we want may be the hardest part

of the process.

 

When I first started I was sure I knew what I wanted…I wanted what many

of you want….in a word More.

 

More money, more freedom, more choices and options, more certainty,

more peace of mind and to be free of fear and worry…

 

What I found was that behind the answer to the question “what do I want”

are other, more important answers than I originally thought….



that the deeper I studied and applied the principles in the book my

awareness expanded….

I would become aware of even more things that I wanted more of…

I would become aware of the deeper meaning and purpose of my life.

I found that the answer is not as simple as having a wish list of things for

me to accumulate…

but insight and awareness of my values,…

an understanding of why the word “More” kept showing up in my answer

to this question.

 

The “more” that I wanted wasn’t a desire for things, it was a desire and

expression of my truth…. that I was a spiritual being, not just a physical

being unsatisfied with what I had… but a spiritual being seeking

more….more life…seeking a fuller expression of my potential….

seeking a fuller expansion of my unique giftedness….



and the same is for you….this “more” that you seek, at first may be

expressed as a desire for more things on the physical plain, 

but as you begin to expand your awareness through this study, 

the “more” you seek will be driven from your true nature as a spiritual

being,  created by God…

and designed by God to express yourself, the same way God expresses

himself, perfectly and abundantly….

 Page 11: Line 62-70 

 

To be ready for something means we must be
in a suitable state….I am going to suggest the

state has to consist of 3 things:

A state of willingness….see Patrick in the early days of
mentoring me would continue to ask me if I was
willing to do something.

1
He didn’t just say go and do this or go and do that…

he would assign the task to me by first asking me if I was willing to do

whatever he was asking me to do.



He wanted to make sure there was no resistance within me….

see, no one is resistant to the desired outcome but many, perhaps

most are resistant to making the changes necessary to have them/it

 

In TAGR 3 I taught these as attachments and competing

commitments….

we become attached to our fear-based and scarcity based emotional

state, our limiting beliefs, and our negative habits…. 

We are committed to things that don't serve us or flat out compete

with the work we need to do in order to change and grow

We must be willing to change our state of being.

and at first, all I understood was that I did not understand…and

believe me that is enough…. 

Having the willingness to accept that my way wasn’t working and that I

didn’t have the answers….

faith enough to understand that there were levels of awareness that

Patrick had that I did not have,…

and that what I understood was not enough to get me where I

wanted to go.

A state of Faith….not just blind faith where we walk
our journey with our fingers crossed…that’s
wishing….but rather faith based on understanding….2



A state of desire….not just for the physical things I
wanted but a desire for awareness…

A state of willingness
A state of Faith

A state of desire

3
a desire not to get or have but to be and create….

in my lesson on the 5 mistakes, we make when we set goals….

 I teach that the purpose of the goal is not to get the thing 

but rather to become the person who can create the conditions and

circumstances conducive for me to attract them into my life…

 without all of the drama, conflict, and struggle I had in my life “up until

now”….

See, I thought my desire was for things when truly my desire was to

change….

and that would and will only ever come from a shift in my awareness.


